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Abstract: In recent years, deep learning (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015) has drawn interest in 
many fields. As optimism for deep learning grows, a better understanding of the efficacy of deep 
learning is imperative, especially in analyzing and making sense of educational data. This study 
addresses this issue by establishing a benchmark for a common prediction task – student 
proficiency in diagnosing patient diseases in a system called BioWorld (Lajoie, 2009). To do so, we
compared deep learning to existing solutions, including traditional machine learning algorithms that
are commonly used in educational data mining. The dataset consists of log interaction data 
collected from 30 medical students solving 3 different cases. A 10-fold cross-validation method 
was used to evaluate the predictive accuracy of each model. Interestingly, our results indicate that 
deep learning does not outperform traditional machine learning algorithms in predicting diagnosis 
correctness. We discuss the implications in terms of understanding the proper conditions for its use 
in educational research. 
Keywords: Machine learning; deep learning; educational data mining; computer-based learning environments; 
medical education
Introduction
Machine learning algorithms have been the focus of considerable research, resulting in significant progress 
made in various disciplines. Among the plethora of algorithms, perhaps, one of the most promising is deep learning, 
which "allows computational models that are composed of multiple processing layers to learn representations of data
with multiple levels of abstraction" (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015, p. 436). Several recent reviews have generally
addressed the benefits and opportunities of deep learning (Deng & Yu, 2014; Guo, Liu, Oerlemans, Lao, Wu, & 
Lew, 2016; Miotto, Wang, Wang, Jiang, & Dudley, 2017). Indeed, deep learning has been successfully applied in 
various contexts and settings (LeCun et al., 2015; Zhang, Yang, Chen, & Li, 2018), ranging from finance (Heaton, 
Polson & Witte, 2016) to medical image analysis (Litjens et al., 2017). Yet it has only recently been gaining the 
attention of the educational data mining community (Wilson et al., 2016), and its application to educational data has 
yet to be fully realized (Xiong, Zhao, Van Inwegen, & Beck, 2016).
As learners interact with and use computer-based learning environments, these systems often log their 
actions. The data thus collected has, over the past decade, led to the considerable growth of research related to 
educational data mining (EDM) (Baker & Inventado, 2014; Bakhshinategh, Zaiane, ElAtia, & Ipperciel, 2018; 
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Papamitsiou & Economides, 2014). Research in this interdisciplinary subfield has especially emphasized the 
importance of machine learning techniques to acquire insights into learning (Doleck, Basnet, Poitras, & Lajoie, 
2015; Dutt, Ismail, & Herawan, 2017; Peña-Ayala, 2014; Poitras, Doleck, & Lajoie, 2018; Romero & Ventura, 
2012). Despite the significant progress made in this area, relatively few studies have applied deep learning 
algorithms to examine educational data such as clickstream or log transaction data (Botelho, Baker, & Heffernan, 
2017; Jiang et al., 2018). 
 Motivated by the general inattention to and the need to better understand and assess the utility and 
performance of deep learning in varied educational contexts, the current study explores the use of deep learning. 
Specifically, we apply a deep learning package (WekaDeeplearning4J) on learner-system interaction data from a 
medical computer-based learning environment called BioWorld. The task to which we apply deep learning relates to
predicting clinical reasoning performance of medical students (i.e., diagnosis correctness), a common task in 
educational data mining to establish student performance profiles. The details regarding the data used in the current 
study are provided in the following section.
Context: BioWorld
BioWorld (Figure 1) is a computer-based learning environment designed to help medical students regulate 
their learning about medical reasoning with virtual patients while receiving feedback (Doleck, Jarrell, Poitras, 
Chaouachi, & Lajoie, 2016; Poitras, Lajoie, Doleck, & Jarrell, 2016). The BioWorld system captures user 
interactions while medical students solve virtual patient cases (Lajoie, Poitras, Doleck, & Jarrell, 2015), such as: 
attempt identifier (participant and case ID), a timestamp, the BioWorld space (e.g., chart), the action taken (e.g., add 
test), and details in relation to the action (e.g., Cortisol Result: 138-690 nmol/L (0800 hr); 138-414 nmol/L (1600 
hr)). Analyzing such data can provide insights into the use of the learning material and facilitate a deeper 
understanding of the learning process and outcomes.
Figure 1. Bioworld Interface
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Data
The data file used in the current study contains aggregate student interaction data collected from over thirty 
participants (19 women and 11 men, with an average age of 23 (SD=2.60)) and three endocrinology cases: diabetes 
mellitus (type 1), hyperthyroidism, and, pheochromocytoma. For the predictive modeling task, the following 
features were extracted from the log trace data to characterize student performance: problem type; number of lab 
tests ordered; count of evidence items and lab tests ordered similar to expert solution; time taken to solve the case; 
and confidence in the diagnosis.
Analyses and Results
All analyses were conducted in the WEKA workbench, which includes various machine learning 
algorithms (Hall, Frank, Holmes, Pfahringer, Reutemann, & Witten, 2009). A set of commonly used classification 
algorithms and a deep learning algorithm were tested on the dataset to establish a benchmark in predictive accuracy, 
which include the following: NaiveBayes, Logistic, SMO, IBK, JRip, J48, and WekaDeeplearning4J. The models 
were trained and validated with 10-fold cross-validation.
We present the results of the 10-fold cross-validation evaluation for the different classifiers in Table 1. As 
illustrated in Table 1, performance was observed to be above chance (Kappa>0 and AUC>0.5) (Hulse, Harrison, 
Ostrow, Botelho, & Heffernan, 2018; Jiang et al., 2018). The classification accuracies ranged from 73.33% to 
84.44%. In terms of predictive performance, our results reveal that the deep learning package, WekaDeeplearning4J,
does not outperform other commonly used algorithms (NaiveBayes, Logistic, SMO, IBK, JRip, and J48) in the 
WEKA workbench.
Classifier Correctly Classified 
% (Accuracy)
Kappa AUC
WekaDeeplearning4J 74.44% 0.3850 0.766
NaiveBayes 76.67% 0.4119 0.765
Logistic 82.22% 0.5355 0.790
SMO 75.56% 0.2511 0.600
IBK 73.33% 0.3032 0.641
JRip 84.44% 0.6214 0.775
J48 82.22% 0.5466 0.761
Table 1. 10-fold cross-validation results
Discussion
The current research was motivated by the need to assess the applications of deep learning for educational 
data, which has shown promising results in a variety of domains over the last decade (see Baker, Beck, Chi, 
Heffernan, & Mozer, 2017). Specifically, we compared the use of deep learning to traditional machine learning 
algorithms in terms of existing solution to the problem of predicting diagnosis correctness in BioWorld. The 
findings indicate that deep learning (WekaDeeplearning4J algorithm) does not outperform traditional machine 
learning algorithms in predicting diagnosis correctness. Such a finding tempers optimism regarding the potentialities
of deep learning and highlights the importance of considering the context to which deep learning is applied. In fact, 
researchers, such as Jiang et al. (2018), note inconsistencies in the reported findings. Moreover, it is not always clear
how best to use deep learning. As Wilson et al. (2016) put it, “deep learning has a promising future in educational 
data mining, but that future depends on data sets that have a much richer encoding of the exercises and learning 
context” (p. 7). As such an important challenge for educational data mining research is to better understand the 
applicability of deep learning. 
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Although the current study offers insights into the applications of deep learning algorithms, there are 
limitations that must be recognized. It should be noted that we have examined a very specific use for the model – 
establishing a benchmark for predicting student proficiency at the case-level; as such, it is possible that the relative 
underperformance of deep learning algorithm is limited to the scope of this particular task. An alternative approach 
might entail predicting misconceptions or errors made during problem-solving, which may also warrant more 
sophisticated topologies in designing the neural network as student interactions unfold over time. The benefit of this 
approach to educational data may rely in gaining insights into unstructured interactions, where series of layers may 
be designed to make sense of data with larger amounts of dimensions that are not fully captured by traditional 
approaches. The generalizability of these results should also be ascertained while taking into consideration the 
relatively small sample size of the dataset. To conclude, better understanding the use of deep learning in educational 
contexts remains an important area for future work.
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